Course Description:
A comparative exploration of nationalism, ethnic conflict and identity-based politics in various parts of the world. Students learn about different theoretical approaches through historical and contemporary case studies of the relationship between identity and politics. A discussion of relevant films and literary texts supplements the course readings. Prerequisite: POLISCI 111 or 121.

Instructor: Armen Baibourtian
My teaching and research interests are focused on Eurasia and include the relationship between domestic and foreign policy, geopolitics versus geo-economics, regional security, foreign policy analysis, the United Nations system and its impact on regional and global affairs, peace and conflicts.

How to enroll:
Prior to enrolling, you need a CPE self-enrollment appointment.
Log into SPIRE with your NETID and Password
Main Menu > Enrollment > Summer/Wnttr/Non-degr Enroll Appt and follow instructions
Once you have an appointment, log into SPIRE > Main Menu > Enrollment > Add Classes
https://www.umassulearn.net/registration-info/how-to-enroll/undergraduate